
Ballet I

Contemporary Arts 322

Section: D100

Term: 2013 Fall

Instructor: Instructor: Linda Arkelian
Phone: 604.469.8794
E-mail: dsecunda@gmail.com
Office Hours:  by appointment

Discussion Topics: In this Advanced Ballet course students will develop a foundation of 
technical ballet skills and physical strength providing a sound base for advancement in all 
styles of dance. Although strongly  influenced by  Cechetti and Vagonava techniques this 
course recognizes that contemporary ballet and contemporary dance go beyond any one 
traditional style. In addition, students will gain an understanding of the relationship 
between ballet technique and the dynamics of movement and thus develop an aesthetic 
appreciation of movement and choreography. Through this approach  students will be both 
physically and intellectually prepared to learn and perform diverse choreography. The 
incorporation of breathing and focus into the ballet exercises will enable students to 
develop interpretive skills and move towards becoming complete dance artists.

Technical exercises will enable students to develop:

\x09Strength & control
\x09Flexibility
\x09Articulation
\x09Clarity and precision of movement
\x09Flow and continuity of  breath guided movement
\x09Coordination
\x09Alignment of body in motion and at rest
\x09Ability to move through space with ease and expressiveness
\x09Rapid changes of direction and weight shifts
\x09Musicality, shading, phrasing and rhythmic choices
\x09Dynamic movement expressions and nuances

Grading: 1. Work Habits   40%

\x09Active participation in class work
\x09Commitment and consistent  work habits
\x09Ability to retain material and work deeply towards mastery of technique
\x09Willingness to take risks
\x09Willingness to change habitual movement patterns that impede technical facility
\x09Receptiveness to different approaches explored in class
\x09Ability to apply and retain corrections

Remember you are an important contributor to the class dynamic. A positive work ethic is 
essential to your progress as a dancer.

2. Demonstrated technical skill and achievement     40%

\x09Technical  facility & skills
\x09Kinesthetic awareness
\x09Body alignment

3. Artistry    20%

\x09Musicality
\x09Dynamics
\x09Phrasing and flow of movement
\x09Use of breath to infuse movement and expression with emotion



Ballet I

Required Texts: 

Recommended Texts: 

Materials/Supplies: 

Prerequisite/Corequisite: 

Notes: I will have mid-term meetings with each student to assess class work, progress and 
answer any questions or concerns that arise. I am also available throughout the semester to 
meet with students by appointment. on my instruction days following class.

Expectations

Students are expected to attend all classes, be on time and commit fully to class work. A 
professional work ethic is expected from each student in every class demonstrated by:

\x09A positive and receptive attitude to learning different approaches to ballet training 
\x09Consistent and productive work habits
\x09Active participation in all aspects of the studio work
\x09Ability to pick up and retain class material
\x09Willingness to apply and retain corrections
\x09Working  to full potential 
\x09Punctuality
\x09Pursuing a healthy lifestyle to enable success as a dance artist

Students more than 10 minutes late may be asked to observe class and take notes. It is your 
responsibility to inform me prior to class of illness or injury that prevents you from 
attending class.

This outline is derived from a course outline repository database that was maintained by SFU 
Student Services and the University’s IT Services Department. The database was retired in 
2014 and the data migrated to SFU Archives in 2015.


